
NLTA “TrackArt” Harness Bar Install 

   

1. Remove plastic cover(“A”) over upper OEM inertia reel seat belt mounting point(seat belt 

hanger) – both driver and passenger side, they simply pull right off.  Next remove OEM 

plastic interior panels (“B”) on each side above oem support bar.  These interior covers 

simply slide right off by sliding them to the center of the car inward. 

 
2. Remove bolt from both passenger and driver side OEM inertia reel belt swivel pivots, retain 

washers and spacers(“A”) – IMPORTANT: pay careful attention to order washers/spacers 

and extender go on bolt.  Years have varied with this hardware.  We find it easiest to take a 

photo with your phone as soon as you remove one side to retain the OEM order) 

3. Offer up the harness bar to the (“A”) OEM seat belt holes(extra set of hands recommended).  

Re-insert the OEM upper inertia reel seat belt mountings in same order as 

removed(IMPORTANT: DO NOT CROSS THREAD THE OEM SEAT BELT BOLTS). The fitting 

needs to be solid enough to accurately position the bar for lower bar mounting bolts(“B”) 

but not fully/overly tight so you cannot swivel the harness bar slightly. 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Locate the OEM bolt(1 on the driver side, 1 on the passenger side) that holds the OEM 

support bar in place.  Remove this bolt and replace with the extended 130mm bolts 

provided and spacers.  You will need to fit the two smaller spacers supplied between the 

interior panel and the harness bar to accurately locate the harness bar laterally.  Pictured 

below is what it should currently look like with all bolts lining up and installed.  SOME may 

choose to leave as-is, but if wanting a cleaner overall look by re-installing the oem caps, 

continue to #5. 

 
5. Remove extended bolt (“B”) being careful not to lose the metal spacer provided.  Slide on 

the OEM plastic cover and use a marker pen to mark the plastic cover where you will need to 

drill a hole.  You will need to drill a ~1” diameter hole (start with smaller drill bit and work 

your way up for cleanest snug install). 

 
 

6. Slide the OEM interior panel caps back on, place the provided metal spacer in the holes 

previously drilled in step #5, and tighten 130mm 8mm diameter hi-tensile cap screws 

supplied, loosely secure the lower harness bar mounts (tighten to “finger-tight” only). 



7. Gradually tighten all four bolts – reference Nissan service manual for torque specifications 

for each or the four locating bolts 

8. When torqued to specification, refit the plastic covering for the upper inertia reel belt 

bracket to cover the bolt head for a neat OEM like finish. 

9. Fit your harness belts – The lap belts can reuse your OEM seat belt bolt locations, for your 

shoulder harness the following youtube video we have found to be extremely usefull 

        https://youtu.be/zGcN-JAMw3c?t=150 

 

Thank you for your continued support in NextLevel Performance, please do not hesitate to 

contact us directly with any questions or any future needs.   

 

 

https://youtu.be/zGcN-JAMw3c?t=150

